
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
MEETING SUMMARY 

KCI Holiday Inn Express, Kansas City, MO 
Saturday, October 25, 2008 

 
Present: John Ostrowski, Chair Diane Linderman, Board Liaison 
  Richard Coates  Vanessa Conrad 
  George Haines  Bill Sterling 
  Gary Strack   Ann Daniels, Staff Liaison 
 
1. John Ostrowski, Chair, convened the meeting at 8:05 a.m. with all members  

present for the annual face-to-face planning meeting. 
 
2. The meeting summary from the September, 2008 conference call was 

approved as printed. 
 
3. Diane Linderman, Board Liaison, reported the board was monitoring the 

Association’s investments in light of the current economic situation but 
finances are still in good condition.  The next meeting will be a Board Retreat 
to be held November 8 and 9 in Chicago, IL. 

 
4. Richard Coates, L&M representative to the Education Committee, shared 

the following information from the committee’s meeting on Monday, October  
20, 2008. 
* Norwich University has offered to provide a 30% scholarship for 

some of the public works courses as part of the new Masters Degree in 
Public Administration with an emphasis in Public Works.  A sub-
committee is being formed to assist in selecting the recipients for the 
scholarships. 

* Topics for future Click, Listen & Learn sessions with emphasis on 
 Leadership and Management need to be provided to Richard prior to 
 the January meeting of the Education Committee 
* The Education Summit will be held in Kansas City, MO on April 2-3, 

2009 
 
5. John led the committee members in a brainstorming session devoted to 

discussing emerging issues in public works, new opportunities for the 
leadership and management committee, new threats within the profession, 
and in discussing what role the members of the committee wanted to assume 
in the coming years. 

 
 Items listed during the discussion of Emerging Issues included: 

• Climate Change 
• Energy 
• Shrinking dollars 
• Stimulus package = public works projects 



• Global investment 
• Decaying infrastructure 
• Federal regulations 
• Economy affecting operations 
• Downsizing change 
• Workforce:  Retirees staying 
• Environmental Stream 

Green water conservation and quality 
Energy efficiency and recycling 

• Sustainability 
 

Items discussed as Opportunities included: 
 

• Educating new leaders (kids, too) 
Technical professions 

• Need to explain restored spending 
Comul. 

    Mgt. 
   Staff 
   Citizens 

 
 Threats discussed included: 
 

• Unfunded mandates 
• Complacency = threat of the moment 
• Competition from other services (i.e. police, fire) 
• Continued lack of understanding what public works really is 

 
Miscellaneous 
 

• Management 
Performance Management 
Standards 

 Three avenues for addressing these issues were decided: 
 

A. Develop strategy to increase public works respect in society 
B. Develop a mechanism to aid our members in dealing with tough 

economic times and changing priorities 
C. Develop strategy for sustainability with the Board of Directors 

 
By General Consent, these discussions will be utilized by the committee in 
working through the current year’s Business Plan and developing future 
Business Plans.   John Ostrowski will further enhance the documents and 
submit them to the committee for further discussion at future conference 
calls. 

 



6. Following a break for lunch, the group resumed their meeting by reviewing 
the current 2008-2009 Business Plan and determined to move forward with 
the items listed as they stand.  Additions may be made as the discussions 
from today’s meeting are further developed. 

 
7. The Committee will be developing the Business Plan for 2009-2010 beginning 

in the Spring for adoption at the Congress meeting in September in 
Columbus, OH. 

 
8. One of the tenets of the Business Plan is “to serve as a resource to the Board 

of Directors concerning Leadership and Management issues such as:  i.  
Strategic Plan implementation…”.  The members discussed meaningful ways 
in which they could offer assistance to the Board as they plan for the 2009-
2010 Strategic Planning Review process.  By General Consent, John 
Ostrowski will contact Past President Bill Verkest, Chair of the Committee to 
develop plans for beginning the process, and offer the assistance of 
committee members in any way possible, including providing a member to 
serve on the Task Force when it is appointed, if deemed appropriate. 

 
9. Selection of topics for the four remaining On-Line Mentoring calls were 

determined as follows: 
  January 22, 2009 “Leveraging the Strengths of your Employees” 
     George Haines will serve as a Panelist and each  
     member is to bring one suggested panelist for  
     discussion at the November conference call. 
   

February 26, 2009 “Dealing with Difficult Employees” 
May 28, 2009  “Right or Wrong – Ethics in Public Works” 
June 25, 2009  “Balancing Home Life and Career”  
   George Haines will serve as a Panelist 

 
 The remaining panelists will be discussed at the following next two calls. 
 
10. Due to miscommunication, the materials for the Certified Public Works 

Administrator application were not available for review.  John will review 
the forms and further assignments will be made prior to the next conference 
call. 

 
11. Following discussion of the charge to the Committee to review the current 

Standards of Professional Conduct, consider any needed revisions and 
whether or not it should be strengthened to include an enforcement 
mechanism and to discuss methods of providing ongoing training to the 
membership about ethics following the adoption of the Blueprint for 
Education and Certification Task Force, the following was decided: 

 



• Gary Strack will serve as the Chair of the Subcommittee 
leading the review of this issue. 

• Members will be Bill Sterling, Vanessa Conrad, and _______ 
The member from the 2008 Emerging Leader class.  John 
Lisenko, a member from CA, will also be invited to join the 
subcommittee. 

• The Codes of Ethics from NSPE, ASCE, and ICMA have been 
collected and will be reviewed for comparison by the 
subcommittee 

• By General Consent, Ann Daniels will check with Kevin Clark 
to determine the availability of a sidebar column each month in 
the APWA Reporter which will be dedicated to a brief case 
study on an ethics issue pertinent to public works.  

• Vanessa will solicit the articles from infoNOW requests. 
• George will prepare one to go along with his article for the 

November issue of the Reporter. 
 
12. The discussion of providing a half day workshop on Wednesday during 

Congress in Columbus, OH in 2009 was deferred until the November 
conference call pending a decision by the Congress planning committee about 
the selection of a speaker who would focus on ethics issues throughout 
Congress.  If this person is contracted, members of the committee may be 
asked to find public works examples/speakers to share their experiences as 
part of this session instead of having a separate workshop.  Ann Daniels 
agreed to begin gathering names of agencies/speakers who have already 
developed good programs on the topic of ethics in public works. 

 
13. While discussing future publications to be submitted by the committee, Bill 

Sterling agreed to continue compiling the remaining series of articles from 
the “Bakers Potluck” and “Recipes for Success” to submit for publication.  
Ann Daniels will confirm the value of doing so with Connie Hartline, 
Publications Manager. 

 
A second publication to consider is one which would provide a series of case 
studies on ethics issues in public works.  This will be discussed later in the 
year. 

 
14. A lengthy discussion ensued about potential changes/clarifications needed to 

the application for the Emerging Leader Academy and to the scoring 
process.  Those issues addressed will be shared with Sue Hann and the 
Chapter Relations Department and are as follows: 

 
• A firm explanation needs to be provided of “new” to public 

works and “no more than seven years in public works”. 
 



The committee feels that since APWA makes no distinction 
between “public” and “private” members, there should be no 
difference between “consultants” and “public works directors” 
or “city engineers”.  If you have worked for a consultant and 
begin working for a city, you have already been in “public 
works” so your total years of involvement in the “industry” 
should not total more than seven. 

 
• The application form should be clarified with regard to the 

“letters of support”.  If the intent is for the employing agency 
to provide funding and approve the commitment of time for 
participation, the letter should be specific in saying that. 

 
• If a Chapter is proposing to pay the fees for attendance at 

Congress, a letter stating that should be included but this 
should NOT preclude the letter of support from the employing 
agency authorizing their support for the attendance at 
Congress and the commitment of time to participate fully in 
the remainder of the program. 

 
• The recently released “FAQ” should clarify the statement “The 

ideal candidate …” since it could be construed to mean that 
there will be exceptions allowed for candidates that have more 
than seven years of experience working in the field of public 
works. 

 
• With regard to the review of the applications, all applications 

should be reviewed by Chapter Relations staff for 
completeness and meeting all the criteria before they are 
accepted and sent to the Committee for review.  It is strongly 
suggested they be shared with the L&M Staff Liaison prior to 
being mailed to the Committee members. 

 
• L&M Committee members will recues themselves from 

reviewing any applications for candidates from their own 
agency.  Committee members will be discouraged from writing 
letters of support for any candidate unless it is required as the 
letter of support for the employing agency’s responsibility. 

 
• Applications should be provided to the L&M Committee at 

least two weeks prior to the date expected for results to be 
provided. 

 
15. Committee members discussed leadership and management topics suitable 

for use as Click, Listen & Learn presentations and provided the following to 



Richard Coates for submission for the January Education Committee 
meeting: 

1. The role of leadership in coordinating sustainability issues 
within local agencies 

2. Leading the Generations 
  3. Alternatives to Retirement 
  4. Ultimate Succession Planning – “Grow Your Own Director” 
  5. “How to Write your Strategic Plan” 

 
16. By General Consent, discussions of ways to encourage certification, promote 

Accreditation, promote the Public Works Administrator Awar d, and 
promote the Public Works Institutes to the Chapters, will be addressed on 
the November and December conference calls. 

 
17. Ann Daniels shared information about the first meeting of the Body of 

Knowledge Task Force held in Kansas City, MO on October 17-18.  She 
indicated the group spent time getting up to speed on what the task of 
creating a “Body of Knowledge” for public works would involve and that the 
members began to develop the list of tasks performed by public works.  
Further information will be provided, and possible assignments to the 
committee, as the work progresses. 

 
One item of interest is the fact that the Department of Labor Standards, 
Occupation Handbook does not list “public works” either as occupations or 
as a profession and the Task Force hopes that providing this Body of 
Knowledge will lead to changing this and formally recognizing public works. 

 
18. John Ostrowski led a discussion about the upcoming Sustainability  Task 

Force meeting to be held on October 31.  He reviewed the previous 
discussions and positions the committee members had held to be certain he 
would be presenting their opinions accurately.  By General Consent, the 
members agreed they did support Sustainability as an issue for public works 
and one APWA should be addressing.  However, they do not support having 
a current member of the committee assigned to the duty of another 
committee to represent L&M on this issue.  They believe a separate 
committee should be formed of APWA members who are already invested, 
involved, and passionate about sustainability issues within their own 
communities who can offer much more to the discussions immediately and 
have the time to devote to this topic. 

 
19. The following topics and authors were finalized as the list of articles and 

deadlines for the “Cleaning Up the Kitchen” series for the Reporter: 
  “Generational Issues” – George Haines, November 15 
  “Growing Your Own Employees” – Laura Kroeger, December 15 
  “Retaining Employees” – Gary Strack, January 15, 2009 
  “Team, Working in Teams” – Bill Sterling, March 15, 2009 



  “Alternatives to Retirement” – John Ostrowski, April 15 
  “Assimilating Immigrants into your Workforce” – Richard Coates, 
   May 15 
  “Effect of the Economy on Recruitment” – Vanessa Conrad, June 15 
  “Leadership in Sustainability” – Judy Mueller, July 15 
   

20. The calendar for posting to the Management infoNOW community is as 
follows: 

  November – Gary Strack 
  December – Vanessa Conrad 
  January – John Ostrowski 
  February – Bill Sterling 
  March – Richard Coates 
  April – George Haines 
  May – Gary Strack 
  June – Vanessa Conrad 
  July – John Ostrowski 
  August – Bill Sterling 
  September – Richard Coates 
 
21. John thanked the members for a full and productive day’s effort and many 

projects and products to be forthcoming during the next year. 
 
22. The next call will be held on Thursday, November 20, 2008 at 7:00 a.m. 

Pacific/8:00 a.m. Mountain/9:00 a.m. Central/10:00 a.m. Eastern Time. 
 
23. The meeting adjourned at 5:05 p.m. 

 
   
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 


